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Two existing catalogues of linguistic laws (Collinge 1985, Collinge 1995) 
are entirely dedicated to Indo-European languages, which is hardly surprising – 
this branch of linguistics is by far the most developed one. To the best of my 
knowledge, there are no catalogues of laws in non-Indo-European languages 
(descriptions of these laws are generally more or less chaotically given in ency-
clopedic sources on general linguistics (LES 1990), (Trask 2001)). 
The aim of the present article is to fill in this gap and to compile a catalogue 
of laws in non-Indo-European languages. 
First of all, it is important to highlight that there are two types of regulari-
ties studied in the historical linguistics – linguistic laws and linguistic rules. The 
difference between them, while being obvious, is somewhat difficult to define. 
We might say that a law is a formal description of a typologically important re-
gularity with no exceptions at all or with small number of exceptions that can be 
plausibly explained (preferably by effects of other laws, not on a case-by-case 
basis). A rule may be defined as a trend, not as a completely regular process in 
the strict meaning of this word. That is, a rule is respected in most cases, but has 
numerous exceptions and/or is (or, better, is considered to be) less important for 
this language and/or for linguistics in general. 
I include in this catalogue sound laws and rules that meet the following re-
quirements: 
1. They apply to non-Indo-European languages – even if these laws have paral-
lels in Indo-European languages, they were initially formulated for non-Indo-
European ones. 
2. This issue is dedicated to the memory of Evgeny Helimski, an outstanding 
scholar who achieved excellent results in many fields of linguistics. I believe 
that it would be logical to choose for this catalogue the laws that lie within 
the field of interests of Evgeny Helimski (Altaic and Uralic languages, com-
parative linguistics, phonology). Therefore laws related to other language 
families (like Afrasiatic or Amerindian) were excluded from this catalogue. 
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3. They are eponymous (and have been referred to as such in the literature1) – 
this is a very important requirement. According to the existing tradition, if a 
sound change did not deserve to bear a name, it normally does not deserve 
the status of law either. In other words, scholars do not consider this sound 
change important enough to assign it a special name. 
The list of laws is broken down by (macro)families. Within each specific 
(macro)family the laws are listed in alphabetic order. The laws (according to the 
notation proposed by Neville Edgar Collinge (1995: 28)) are cited by the inven-
tor’s name in small capital letters. 
 
 
1. Altaic 
 
This family (supposed to include Turkic, Mongolic, Tungusic, Korean and 
Japonic languages) is not recognized by most linguists; however, the aim of the 
present article is not to repeat all the arguments pro et contra. We will simply 
admit the existence of the Altaic hypothesis and list relevant eponymous sound 
laws (as well as different points of view within this hypothesis). 
 
HELIMSKI (I) 
This law describes “regular phonetic developments that accompanied the 
voicing of word-medial obstruents and affricates in Monguor” (Helimski 1984: 
27). While HELIMSKI (I) should be considered as a restriction on RAMSTEDT-
PELLIOT (see below), it deals with one specific language within Mongolic fami-
ly and is therefore recognized by all scholars working in this field – both by pro- 
and anti-Altaicists. 
According to (Helimski 1984), Monguor word-medial consonants splitted 
into their voiced counterparts and the distinctive feature of voicelessness. The 
latter moved to the beginning of the word, where it produced one of the follow-
ing effects: 
1. Development of this feature into *h- (> x, f, s, s, ś) before word-initial vow-
els (the latter have often disappeared later): Monguor xarDan ‘gold’, Written 
Mongolian (WM) altan ‘id.’; Monguor sDōGu ‘old’, WM ötegü ‘id.’. 
2. Devoicing of word-initial voiced consonants: Monguor p’ierGeDi- ‘to be 
difficult’, WM berged- ‘id.’. 
3. Word-initial consonants preserved their voicelessness: Monguor k’uGuo 
‘blue’, WM köke ‘id.’. 
                                                 
1 There is one exception to this requirement where I dared to propose a name for a 
law. 
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4. Intermediate voiced consonants in words with word-initial resonants under-
went devoicing: Monguor k’irD ŹiaGc ‘pack saddle, pack load’, WM yanggir-
čaγ ‘id.’. 
5. s, s, ś were added to intermediate clusters (*rT, *bt, *dT, *gT) in words with 
word initial resonants: Monguor mu(r)s Dā- ‘to forget’, WM marta- ‘id.’. 
6. Voicing did not occur in word-medial position, if the first position in the 
word is occupied (or separated) by a resonant and there are no intermediate 
voiced consonants or clusters (as in pts. 4-5 above): Monguor nik’i ‘to 
weave’, WM neke ‘id.’. 
7. Effect similar to pts. 5-6 above occurred if the (original) voiceless consonant 
belonged to a productive suffix: Monguor t´ś’igiśD Źi ‘ear-flap’, WM čikibči 
‘id.’; Monguor Dū ct´ś’i ‘singer’, WM daγuči ‘id.’. 
HELIMSKI (I) is the point 1 in the list above, that is: in Monguor, the distinc-
tive feature of voicelessness (that appeared after the split of word-medial voiced 
consonants into their voiced counterparts and this feature) moved to the begin-
ning of the word with word-initial vowel and became a phoneme (*h- > x, f, s, s, 
ś). This law is very important both for historical phonology of Mongolic lan-
guages and for historical phonology in general as it provides an example of a 
distinctive feature that became a phoneme. 
The main consequence of this law for the Altaic hypothesis is that word-
initial x-, f-, s-, s -, ś- in Monguor may come not only from proto-Mongolic *h 
(according to RAMSTEDT-PELLIOT), but also from the distinctive feature of 
voicelessness. However, HELIMSKI (I) is not mentioned by name in EDAL. 
It should also be noted that the scientific value of Helimski article (1984) 
goes far beyond this law as he succeeded in explaining several phonetic phenom-
ena (pts. 1-7 above) by one reason – the transfer of the distinctive feature of 
voicelessness to the beginning of the word. 
 
RAMSTEDT-PELLIOT 
This law is one of the main pillars of the Altaic hypothesis (Kormushin 
1990: 28) and establishes the following series of sound correspondences in word-
initial position: Mongolic *¨- or *p- > Middle Mongolian *h- > Mongolian 0/ - – 
Turkic *0/ - – Tungusic *¨- or *p- (Tungus p, Manchu f): Mongolic ¨ulagan or 
pulagan ‘red’ – Manchu fulgiyan ‘id.’ (Poppe 1951: 319). This law was 
proposed by Gustav John Ramstedt in his article (1916) and discussed at great 
length by Paul Pelliot (1925). The law is mentioned by name in (Kormushin 
1990: 28). 
The authors of EDAL extended RAMSTEDT-PELLIOT (but did not mention 
it by name) to include Korean and Japonic (EDAL 2003: 24, 25-28) – so maybe 
RAMSTEDT-PELLIOT in Starostin-Mudrak-Dybo’s formulation? (see below): 
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Table 1. 
Proto-
Altaic Mongolic Turkic Tungusic Korean Japonic 
*p‛- *h-, *j- *0/ -, *j- *p- *p- *p- 
 
According to EDAL (2003: 26), the most frequent reflex of Proto-Altaic 
(PA) *p‛- in Turkic is *0/ -; however, it may also yield *j- before original diph-
thongs *iƒa, *iƒo (but never before *iƒu). PA *p‛- regularly yields *h- in Mongolic, 
but sometimes it produces *j- (normally before *e and diphthongs) – however, 
this development is much less frequent than the regular one (EDAL 2003: 26). 
In one of the Turkic languages, Khalaj (spoken in Central Iran), PA initial 
*p‛- > h- (instead of expected 0/ -): Khalaj (Khal.) hadaq ‘foot’ < Proto-Turkic 
(PT) *(h)adak ‘id.’ < PA p‛ágdi ‘id.’ (EDAL 2003: 26). However, in some 
words Khal. initial *h- represents an innovation (a prosthetic consonant): Khal. 
hil- ‘to die’ < PT *öl- ‘id.’ < PA *oli- ‘id.’ (EDAL 2003: 27). Rules for appear-
ance of this prosthetic consonant are not proposed in EDAL (2003: 27-28). 
Of course, it is not necessary to indicate that RAMSTEDT-PELLIOT is not 
recognized by anti-Altaicists. 
An important restriction of RAMSTEDT-PELLIOT is HELIMSKI (I) – see above. 
 
WHITMAN 
This law was published in (Whitman 1990)2 – but proposed for the first 
time in John B. Whitman’s doctoral thesis (Whitman 1985) – and referred to as 
“Whitman’s law” in (Vovin 2001: 96). This law is based on possible Koreo-
Japonic cognates within the Altaic hypothesis and states the following: medial 
*-m- and *-r- were lost in pre-Proto-Japonic (PJ) if they followed a short vowel 
(Whitman 1990: 528) – Old Japanese (OJ) kwo ‘child’, Middle Korean (MK) 
kwòma ‘concubine’ (Korean kkoma ‘child, little one’); OJ kwo ‘flour’ < PJ 
*kaCu, MK kòlò ‘id.’; OJ pari ‘needle’ < pre-PJ *parari < *panari, MK pànól 
‘id.’ (Vovin 2001: 96). The most frequent phenomenon is the medial *-r-loss 
(Vovin 2001: 96), (EDAL: 44). The medial *-m-loss is less frequent, but covered 
by WHITMAN (Whitman 1990: 524) and analyzed in EDAL (44). Interestingly 
enough, EDAL does not mention WHITMAN. 
However, in EDAL we find the following: “any resonant preceding the 
weakened *-γ- in the third syllable was also weakened and dropped, together 
with the following vowel, viz.: *CVRVγV > *CVRγV > *CVγV. On the other 
hand, *CVCVγV > *CVCV”, this weakened γ being due to suffixation *CVCV-γV 
< *CVCV-gV, because all voiced consonants in the third syllable in pre-Proto-
                                                 
2 I am happy to express my sincere gratitude to Prof. John B. Whitman, who kindly 
sent me a copy of his publication (Whitman 1990). 
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Japonic were fricativized (EDAL 2003: 44). Hence PJ *kua (in EDAL recon-
struction (53); but kuà in (EDAL 2003: 572)) ‘flour’ < Altaic *gure-gV ‘id.’, 
with suffixation (EDAL 2003: 53), while MK word comes from a form without 
suffix – MK kằrằ (in EDAL reconstruction) ‘id.’ < Altaic *gure ‘id.’ (EDAL 
2003: 202); PJ sua ‘hemp’ < Altaic *súme-ga (EDAL 2003: 44, 1317-1318) ‘a 
kind of weed, hemp’. It is interesting to note that the authors of EDAL mention 
loss of other medial resonants in pre-Proto-Japonic (in addition to *-r- and *-m-) 
– namely loss of *-l- and *-ŋ- (EDAL 2003: 44), but they do not elaborate this 
subject any further in the part of EDAL dedicated to the historical phonology of 
Altaic languages. 
So, while accepting the phenomenon of *-r-loss in pre-Proto-Japonic, the 
authors of EDAL give it a different explanation and therefore reject WHITMAN. 
It means that this law is not yet universally accepted by Altaicists and its future 
depends on additional research in this field.3 However, it is referred to as epony-
mous law even by opponents of the Altaic theory (Vovin 2008: 112)4 so the title 
is fully justified. 
 
 
2. Uralic 
 
HELIMSKI (II) 
This law was proposed by Evgeny Helimski (2007: 124-133). As Helimski 
put it: 
 
Proto-Samoyed (PS) high-rise and middle-rise vowels in the first 
syllable followed by a syllable with a PS Schwa undergo lengthening 
(partly accompanied by narrowing of middle-rise vowels) in (Common 
– I.K.) Selkup. No lengthening occurs when the next syllable contained 
a PS non-Schwa (full) vowel; under certain conditions lengthening is 
blocked by the closeness of the first syllable. (Helimski 2007: 133) 
 
As Helimski indicated, this lengthening was triggered by the PS Schwa, 
not by the Selkup one. Selkup ə reflects PS *ə as well as PS *a, *ä and *e, but 
only the vowels that were followed by PS *ə underwent lengthening: Common 
Selkup (CSelk.) *īlə ‘to rise’ < PS *īlə ‘id.’, but CSelk. *ilə ‘to live’ < PS *īlä 
‘id.’ (Helimski 2007: 125). 
                                                 
3 Obviously, the same is true for the explanation of the medial resonant loss formu-
lated in EDAL. 
4 I am grateful to Prof. Alexander Vovin (University of Hawai’i, Manoa), who kindly 
allowed me to read an electronic version of his book (Vovin 2008) before publication. 
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The law has different realizations depending on the quality of the length-
ened vowel and the type of the syllable (open or closed). Some examples (the 
list is not exhaustive): 
1. PS high rise vowels underwent lengthening in CSelk.: CSelk. *īlə ‘to rise’ < 
PS *īlə ‘id.’ (Helimski 2007: 126). The lengthening does not occur in a pri-
marily closed syllable: CSelk. *śümtə- ‘to whistle’ < PS *kümtə- ‘id.’ (He-
limski 2007: 127-128). 
2. PS middle rise vowels underwent lengthening and rising: PS sejə ‘heart’ > 
CSelk. sīćə ‘id.’ (Helimski 2007: 128-129). 
3. PS *e underwent lengthening and preserves its quality in closed syllables 
ending on an occlusive: PS mektə ‘heart’ > CSelk. mēktə ‘id.’ (Helimski 
2007: 129). The lengthening does not occur if the closed syllable ends on a 
resonant: PS (?) *ńerkə ‘to fight; to swing’ > CSelk. ńerkə ‘id.’ (Helimski 
2007: 130). 
The importance of this law should not be underestimated as it helps to 
solve two important problems in Samoyedic studies: 
1. It gives one more source of vocalic length in Selkup (this length being an in-
novation in comparison with PS) (Helimski 2007: 124). Other sources are PS 
*a, ä, monophthongisation of diphthongs and vocalic combinations and par-
tial lengthening of vowels in open monosyllabic roots (which was often ex-
tended on derivates of these words) (Helimski 2007: 132). 
2. Paradigmatic ablaut in Selkup is explained as a synchronic parallel of this 
diachronic sound law: CSelk. *nir ‘staff’ (Taz Selkup nir ‘id.’, Gen. nīrən) < 
PS *nir ‘id.’, Gen. nirən. 
This law has not been assigned a name yet. However, this law is important 
for the historical phonetics of Selkup, and, taking into account the attention He-
limski paid to this language and his deep involvement into the destiny of small 
Samoyedic languages of the Russian North, I think it would be justified to name 
this law in Helimski’s honor. 
 
HONTI5 
Normally Proto-Finno-Ugric (PFU) *s yields 0/  in Hungarian (Hung.): PFU 
*säppä ‘bile’ > Finnish (Fin.) sappi ‘id.’, Hung. epe ‘id.’; PFU *sōne ‘vein; 
sinew’ > Fin. suoni ‘id.’, Hung. ín ‘id.’; PFU *sükśe ‘autumn’ > Fin. syksy ‘id.’, 
Hung. ősz ‘id.’ The way of sound evolution is PFU *s > Proto-Hung. *h > 
Hung. 0/ . 
However, there is one notable exception from this regular development: 
Hung. fészek ‘nest’ – cf. Fin. pesä ‘id.’, Udmurt puz ‘id.’, Komi poz ‘id.’ – 
where PFU *s > Hung. s (spelt sz). An explanation of this exception was pro-
                                                 
5 This sound development has been assigned the status of a rule, not a law. 
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posed by László Honti (1983) and is known now as Honti’s rule (HONTI). Ac-
cording to HONTI, PFU *s > Hung. s (spelt sz) after *pV and disappears in other 
positions. This specific development is explained by the partial assimilation 
between proto-Hung. *f (< PFU *p) and proto-Hung. *θ (< PFU *s): in this case 
*θ yielded *s (that is, came back to the starting point of the phonetic change) in-
stead of *h under the influence of the preceding *f. 
Unfortunately, this rule is valid for only one word (no other words contain-
ing the PFU sequence *pVs survived in Hungarian), therefore, its legal status 
was unclear. However, Helimski in his article (1987: 57-60) provided additional 
typological evidence that can be used to support HONTI. 
According to Helimski, the sequence *pVs had a special status in the other 
branch of Uralic – namely, in the historical phonetics of Mator (Mator-Taigish-
Karagassic, Mat.), an extinct Samoyedic language. Normally, Proto-Samoyedic 
(PS) *p- > Mat. h-: PS *pårkå ‘cloth; fur-coat’ > Mat. harga ‘fur-coat’; PS *pä 
‘tree; forest’ > Mat. hä ‘forest’. But PS *p in the word-initial sequence *pVs 
yielded b in Mator: PS *pisin- ‘to laugh’ > Mat. bisin- ‘id.’; PS *poså ‘to get 
rotten’ > Mat. bosomo ‘rotten’. 
One can easily see that the evolution of the sequence *pVs is different in 
Hungarian and Mator. However, as Helimski indicated, they have one thing in 
common: the final result of the development of the consonants from this sequence 
in Mator and Hungarian is phonetically more similar to the initial sequence 
(Hung. s ~ *PFU s, Mat. b ~ PS *p) than the sounds that should have appeared 
if the evolution of this sequence followed the regular way (*h instead of s in 
Hungarian, *h instead of b in Mator). Maybe this law should be referred to as 
HONTI in Helimski’s formulation or even HONTI-HELIMSKI? 
The fact that HONTI in both Hungarian and Mator blocked the evolution of 
one of the consonants of the sequence *pVs into (or via) *h (that is, it affected 
only the consonant that should have normally yielded *h (Mat.) or passed through 
*h-stage (Hung.), whatever its position within the sequence *pVs was) may be 
worth additional study. 
 
MEINHOF 
This law was initially proposed by the famous German linguist Carl Mein-
hof for Ganda (Bantu family) and states the following: 
 
Wenn auf die Verbindung eines Nasals mit einem stimmhaften 
Konsonanten in zweiter Silbe wieder eine Nasalverbindung oder rein 
Nasal folgt, so bleibt von der ersten Nasalverbindung nur der Nasal 
übrig. (Meinhof 1913: 274) 
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An example of the action of this law (Ganda): en + bondeevu ‘shy’ > em-
mondeevu ‘shy (Pl.)’ (Gusev 2002: 477). 
This effect does not occur in Bantu languages if it is followed by an un-
voiced consonant, a fricative, j [cY] and f. In many Bantu languages MEINHOF is 
marginal (affects just a few words). At last, the nasal and the alternating occlu-
sive must be homorganic. Due to these limitations MEINHOF is often referred to 
as rule, not a law. 
Effects similar to this law were later found in other language families (for 
example, in Austronesian (Gusev 2002: 477)). It is interesting to mention that 
MEINHOF is also present in Selkup (Gusev 2002: 479-481). 
In Selkup MEINHOF has no exceptions and affects all groups “nasal + oc-
clusive” (Gusev 2002: 480) and can therefore be considered a law in the strict 
meaning of the word. It can be formulated as follows: if in a Selkup word there 
is a sequence of combinations “nasal + occlusive”, separated by vowels, only 
the last combination is preserved. In all preceding combinations the occlusive is 
replaced by a homorganic nasal. There is no requirement for the alternating 
occlusive to be homorganic with the preceding nasal (Gusev 2002: 479-481). 
Example: ōmty- ‘to be sitting’ + -mpy ‘Dur.’ + -nty- ‘Fut.’ + -nty ‘Latent’ + 
-nty- ‘2 pers. Sg.’ > ōmnymmynnynnanty ‘see, you will be sitting for a while’. 
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